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For Crying Out Loud: From Open Outcry to the Electronic ScreenJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
In Praise of For Crying Out Loud

"Endowed with strong parents and a bit of luck, Leo Melamed has made a remarkable escape from Nazi occupied Poland to building one of the pinnacles of global finance. Over four decades and more, he was the leading force in bringing his beloved 'Merc' from obscure trading pits for butter...
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Character Development in Blender 2.5Course Technology PTR, 2011

	I got started in Blender approximately eight and a half years ago. At the time,
	there were very few tutorials or other training resources available. Essentially, the
	only resource around was the people of the Blender Community, who was active
	through the online forum, http://blenderartists.org. With nothing but the generous
	time of...
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Scheduling: Theory, Algorithms, and SystemsSpringer, 2016

	This new edition provides an up-to-date coverage of important theoretical models in the scheduling literature as well as  significant scheduling problems that occur in the real world. It again includes supplementary  material in the form of  slide-shows from industry and movies that...
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Using Investor Relations to Maximize Equity ValuationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A practical guide to proactive investor relations (IR)
 Investor relations (IR) has traditionally been an administrative function within corporate communications, responsible for disseminating public information and answering investor and media questions. Using Investor Relations to Maximize Equity Valuation challenges this approach, by...
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Sams Teach Yourself Visual C# 2010 in 24 Hours: Complete Starter KitSams Publishing, 2010

	Over a decade ago, a small team of designers met in a small conference room on the second floor of Building 41 at Microsoft to create a brand-new language, C#. The guiding principles of the language emphasized simplicity, familiarity, safety, and practicality. Of course, all those principles needed to balance against one another; none are...
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Effective Customer Care: Understand Needs, Improve Service, Build Relationships (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	
		Effective Customer Care is an essential guide to creating excellent customer service that will not only satisfy your customers and prompt orders, but also cement customer relationships and develop loyalty...and thus increase profits.

	
		The book covers every aspect of the customer care process including how to: find...
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Jacquard's Web: How a Hand-Loom Led to the Birth of the Information AgeOxford University Press, 2007
Circuits from silk? Today's technophiles probably have no idea how much today's computer technology owes to the invention of one ingenuous textile manufacturer in nineteenth-century France. Here, master storyteller James Essinger shows through a series of remarkable and meticulously researched historical connections how the Jacquard loom...
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Anatomy & Physiology Workbook For Dummies (Math & Science)For Dummies, 2007
An excellent primer for learning the human body
    
    An anatomy and physiology course is required for medical and nursing students as well as for others pursuing careers in healthcare. Anatomy & Physiology Workbook For Dummies is the fun and easy way to get up to speed on anatomy and physiology facts and...
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The Art of Designing Embedded Systems, Second EditionNewnes, 2008

	For tens of thousands of years the human race used their muscles and the labor of animals to build a world that differed little from that known by all their ancestors. But in 1776 James Watt installed the fi rst of his improved steam engines in a commercial enterprise, kicking off the industrial revolution.

	

	The 1800s were...
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Predict Market Swings With Technical AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Predict Market Swings with Technical Analysis
How do professionals on Wall Street earn a living each year by predicting stock prices when efficient market theory claims that stock prices are essentially random and unpredictable? The answer is simple–by using techniques that allow for a stock market that can at times become predictable....
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Buying at the Point of Maximum Pessimism: Six Value Investing Trends from China to Oil to AgricultureFT Press, 2010

	“Sir John’s ability to comprehend complex concepts and distill these into money-making ideas for his investors was legendary. With this book, Scott Phillips extends Sir John Templeton’s crystal clear vision to some of tomorrow’s most interesting and powerful money-making opportunities. All readers...
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101 Facts You Should Know About FoodIcon Books Ltd, 2007

	Food is the one thing none of us can do without. Fortunately very few of us in the developed world ever have to. Yet strangely, in these times of plenty, food is talked about more and more. In the past, most people had very little choice over what they ate. Nowadays, we are genuinely spoiled for choice. Supermarkets provide a year-round...
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